Warranty Operations Process
Reference Framework
Manufacturing

As competition becomes more intense and margins get narrower, manufacturers are seeking new ways to
control costs. While streamlining operations and optimizing processes are key imperatives to drive profitability,
after-sales service is emerging as a key differentiator for customer satisfaction. Effective warranty management
can help manufacturers control warranty costs and overhead expenses while enhancing customer service and
improving product quality. But given the complexity of warranty processes, achieving this is often a Herculean
task.
TCS’ Warranty Operation Process Reference™ (WOPR™) framework, which consists of pre-defined relationships
between warranty processes and industry best practices, helps manufacturers achieve effective warranty
management. This model can be leveraged as a guiding baseline and reference model for any warranty
operations improvement initiatives across process management, technology, and analytics. WOPR™ has
comprehensive warranty process coverage and is organized around four primary execution processes –
customer management, claims management, financial management, and operations management.

Overview

Benefits

The costs of warranty management are high, partly due to
fraudulent claims and poor supplier recovery. Unplanned and
manual processes make warranty claim processing inefficient,
while disparate systems limit visibility into relevant data for effective
decision-making. Hard-coded and obsolete business rules lead to
inflexibility, while unstructured and inaccurate warranty data makes
it difficult to manage warranty reserves. To address these challenges,
manufacturers need a comprehensive framework for warranty
management.

The framework brings you the following benefits for your warranty
operations improvement initiatives:
n
Reduce warranty costs: Streamline your warranty processes to

achieve a closed-loop relationship by integrating warranty
information with other functions, thereby substantially reducing
warranty costs.
n
Improve warranty processes: Benchmark with industry best

practices to effectively measure and improve warranty processes.
n
Enhance warranty intelligence: Build warranty analytics based

Leveraging its experience and expertise in understanding the
warranty business, TCS has developed a proprietary framework,
WOPR™, comprising pre-defined relationships between warranty
processes, industry best practices, and Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs). The model addresses all phases of an organization's warranty
needs – ranging from assessment of warranty maturity,
standardization of warranty processes, and definition of warranty
strategy, to transformation of business rules, building closed loop
warranty intelligence, definition of IT roadmap, as well as selection
and design of a technology solution. The framework, validated by
International Data Corporation (IDC) and Datamonitor, provides
warranty process coverage across claims management, contract
definition, product registration, supplier chargeback, parts returns,
warranty reserve management, and more. It also provides a
standard baseline for documentation.

on WOPR™ to proactively detect and resolve quality issues.
n
Make informed decisions: Hierarchical KPIs defined in WOPR™

help managers at various levels to make informed decisions.
n
Rationalize legacy business rules: WOPR™ lays out the

foundation to rationalize warranty business rules and achieve
accurate automation of claim processing.
n
Assess and select the ‘best fit’ technology solution: Assess the

health of your current warranty system and compare commercialoff-the-shelf products for warranty management and warranty
analytics.
n
Control effective parts return: Recover and track parts from

customers with efficient and automated processes.
n
Increase supplier recovery: Recover supplier parts on a warranty

claim to ensure that a significant percentage of warranty claim
costs are recovered from suppliers.
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Overview of TCS’ Warranty Operations Process Reference (WOPR™) Framework

The TCS Advantage

Contact

TCS’ domain knowledge and expertise in warranty management
solutions guide you through all aspects of warranty management,
from evaluating existing processes to using analytics to measure
and monitor performance. By partnering with us, you can reduce
your warranty-related costs and improve profitability by optimizing
processes, systems, and analytics. We bring value to your business
through:

For more information about TCS’ Warranty Operations Process Reference
(WOPR™) framework, contact manufacturing.solutions@tcs.com

n
Comprehensive warranty reference framework: Our framework

comprehensively covers warranty processes with pre-defined
relationships, industry best practices, and KPIs, ensuring a single
reference for a gamut of warranty improvement initiatives. In
addition, role-based KPIs are defined hierarchically to help
identify root causes quickly.
n
Cross-industry reference model: Our framework describes

warranty chains, both simple and complex, using a common set
of definitions validated by industry analysts. As a result, it can be
used to describe the depth and breadth of virtually any warranty
operation across industries.

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business
solutions organization that delivers real results to global business,
ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a
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through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as
the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the
Tata Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global
footprint and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay
Stock Exchange in India.
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For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

